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Durisol precast acoustic facing tiles provide a modular sound absorption solution to a 
wide variety of acoustic problems. The tiles can be attached to any existing flat wall 
surface, making them well suited for retrofit applications.

Our precast acoustic facing tiles are made of proprietary Durisol material consisting of 
specially graded wood particles bonded with cement. The tiles are particularly effective 
at dampening reflected noise in loading areas, courtyards, shooting ranges, railway or 
highway cuts, and between parallel building walls.

Drawings and product details are for information and/or illustrative purposes only, and may vary.  
Please contact your local Durisol representative for the most current product information.

Durisol material
Lightweight, absorptive, porous, rigid, 
non-combustible, vermin and fungus proof, 
thermally insulating, freeze-thaw resistant, 
durable

Retrofit applications
Can be attached to any flat building wall 
surface

Aesthetic possibilities
Wide range of colours and finishes

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

• Commercial buildings 

• Retrofit applications 

• Loading areas

• Shooting ranges

• Railways 

• Highways

PANEL DETAILS
Typical application showing our ‘standard’ size of 600x900mm
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Durisol® is the market leader in the noise barrier wall industry. We manufacture and supply a series of unique panel 
and post wall systems – including our Durisol® precast sound absorption panels and transparent ACRYLITE® Soundstop 
sheets, as well as narrow footprint retaining walls and fire-rated barriers. Our first noise barriers were installed in 
Canada in 1977 and in the US in 1986 and are all still in service today. With over 40+ million square feet of wall installed 
to date, Durisol® noise barriers stop the noise of industrial warehouses, utility enclosure sites and urban infrastructure 
of all kinds right across North America.
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